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A TECHNIQUE FOR ESTIMATING THE NUMERICAL 

STRENGTH OF THE EARLY MANCKLT 
MILITARY FORCES 

The early documents of the Ch'ing dynasty relating to the 
military affairs of the Manchus seldom mention either the total 
number of men serving in the standing army or the number of men 
sent out on expeditions. When a reference is given to indicate 
the numerical strength of the army, it is usually given as " so 
many men from each Company." Unless we know the number 
of Companies in a particular year, we can make an estimate of 
neither the potential strength of the Manchu Army, nor how 
many men took part in an expedition. 

During the Manchu expedition to inner Mongolia in 1634, 
thousands of Mongols were recruited to serve under Mongolian as 
well as Manchu  banner^.^ The combat troops sent on this expedi- 
tion were recorded as being composed of eight guards and twenty 
cavalrymen from each Company.' The strength of the standing 
army under the Manchus is also recorded as " so many men from 

'Prepctred for the Chinese Riatory Project in connection with the military section 
of the book to be published under the title: Hwtmy of Chinwe Society: Ch'ing (1044- 
1913). The project is under the sponsorship of the University of Washington in 
cooperation with Columbia University. 

'A Company, the basic unit in the organization of the Eight Banners, was called 
ninr in Manchu and taoding in Chinese. I t  is a unit that includes not only 
the original group of warriors but also their families, and all their descendants. T. F. 
Wmm in " The Army of the Chinese Empire " (Chinme Repoatmy, XX, 6, May, 
1861, p. 367) did not venture any translation but simply called it taoltng. Later it 
was translated as "Company " ( B R U N N ~ T  and ~ ~ 6 ~ ,  Prcsent Day Political 
(hgamkation of China, Shanghai, 1913, No. 720, p. 336). Lacking a more suitable 
English equivalent, this translation is used here. 
' Ch'ing T'ai-tmg shihdu #&S#& (hereafter referred to aa CSL II) 18/% 

36b. 3%/17b-%lb. 
Libi&., 18/33a; see note 31. 
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each Company." The K'ang-hsi Ta-Ch'ing hui-tien, completed in 
1690, is the first official publication containing information on this 
matter. It records the number of soldiers in the standing army at 
that time as being eighty-nine men from each Manchu or Mon- 
golian Company and forty-seven men from each Chinese Com- 
pany.' However, since it does not give the number of Companies, 
it is impossible to make a calculation. The key to the numerical 
strength of the Manchu army in a given year is the number of 
Companies existing during that year. 

The Manchus began to organize their men into Companies in 
1601: By 1616 there were approximately two hundred Manchu 
Companies divided into eight Bannem7 As they conquered 
Chinese and Mongolian territories, the soldiers oT,!hese nationali- 
ties who surrendered to them were organized into Companies and 
Banners. There was a Mongolian Corps in 1626 which expanded 
into two Banners before 1631 and into eight Banners in 1635.8 
Similarly, two Chinese Banners organized in 1637 expanded into 
four Banners in 1639 and into eight Banners in 1643." The 
number of Companies of each nationality was increased, until in 
1735 there were 678 Companies in Peking under the Eight 
Manchu Banners, 207 under the Eight Mongolian Banners, and 
270 under the Eight Chinese Banners." This increase in the 
number of Companies, in the period from l601 to 1736, was a 
gradual one. The need for the Manchu Army declined after 1735, 
and the number of Companies remained almost unchanged from 

a K'ang-hd Ta-Ch'tng hui-tien gmk#$f& 81/13b-1%. 
Ch'tng T'aCtsu Wu-hwng-ti ahih-lu m&Ms$#ff& Peking, 1933, %/lb-%a. 
lbid.,-%/ga. l 

'There is no record of the creation of the Mongolian Banner nor any record of its 
division into two Banners. The first time the Mongolian troops were mentioned as 
a separate unit was in 1630 when Unege (d. 1035) was made commander 
of the Mongolian troops from the Eight (Manchu) Banners jMan-chou shih-lu 
R@ S/l98-199). In 1631 two Mongol- Banners were mentioned as being in the 
dege of Ta-rig-ho, one Banner under Unege and the other under Obondoi 
(CSL D[ ejaaa-b) . 

'The Eight Mongolian Banners were mentioned for the first time in 1036 (CSL 
D[ %%/lea-&). 

'O Pa-ch'i t'ung-chih (ch'u-chi) ~ ~ ~ ~ ( $ J ~ )  , 1739, 1/14a-168. 
"Ibid., chiian 3-10. 
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then until 1913. In the 1880's there were 675 Manchu Companies, 
204 Mongolian Companies, and 266 Chinese Companies.12 The 
official publications after 1735 listed the number of Companies 
under the Twenty-four Banners, and the records of military 
matters usually mention the total number of men from the 
Banner Forces. Therefore, it is only for the period between l601 
and 1735 that the actual number of Companies is necessary in 
determining the numerical strength of the Manchu army for each 
year. 

In the early years, i.e., the seventeenth century, the Manchus 
kept the number of their Companies a military secret. Only in 
a few instances before 1735 did they indirectly indicate it in 
publications. Hence to determine the number of Companies in 
an earlier period, it is necessary to consult works published after 
1735. One method is to discover, if possible, the number of 
Companies existing in one of the earlier years and the number of 
newly created Companies for each additional year. During the 
Ch'ing dynasty one scholar is known to have used this method to 
compile a list of the number of Companies year by year. This 
man was WANG Ch'ing-yiin E@% (1798-1863), who mentions 
in the Shih-ch'ii yii-~hi,].~ his book on the government of the 
Ch'ing dynasty, that during the winter of 1840 he compiled such 
a list by the use of information given in chiian 837 of the Chia- 
ch'ing edition of the Ta-Ch'ing hui-tien. He was extremely 
cautious in revealing a military secret which the Manchus had 
guarded so well during the early days. He claimed that he had 
made only one copy of the list to be shown to some friends and 
that no duplicate copy should be made by anyone. He did not 
publish this list in his book. 

The Chia-ch'ing edition of the Ta-Ch'ing hui-ticn, mentioned by 

"Kuung-hbii Ta-Ch'ing hui-tim, 1800, 84/3a-4b. Thin passage ia identical 
with the Chia-ch'ing Ta-Ch'ing htrCtim of 1813 (67/3%4a), even ss to the mistake of 
giviag the total number of the M d u  Companies m 681, which &odd be 676. 

l' Shih-eh'il yii-chi z@&& , .reprint of about 1033, e/eeb-esb. 
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WANG Ch'ing-yiin, lists the number of Companies as of h43 and 
adds the number of newly created Companies from 1644 to 1813.'4 
The Ch'ien-lung edition of the Ta-Ch'ing hui-tim, printed in 1764, 
begins the list with 1614 instead of 1643.'6 The figures given in 
these two editions are otherwise the same. The information given 
in the 1764 edition of the Ta-Ch'ing hui-tien has been used for 
the compilation of Table I. 

A study of this table reveals that in some instances it does not 
agree with earlier and definitely reliable sources, such as the 
Ch'ing shih-lu. As an example, in 1615 there were approximately 
two hundred Companies, all Manchu, but the Ch'ien-lung Ta- 
Ch'ing hui-tien estimates that in 1614 therywere 308 Manchu 
Companies, 76 Mongolian Companies, and 16 Chinese Companies 
totaling four hundred Companies.16 The T'ai-hng shih-lu states 
that an expedition of four hundred soldiers, one soldier from each 
Company,'' was dispatched in 1634. Therefore in 1634 there 
should have been four hundred Companies, but the figures given 
in the Ch'ien-lung Ta-Ch'ing hui-tien total 446 for that year.18 
From these discrepancies we have concluded that the figures in the 
Ch'ien-1un.g Ta-Ch'ing hui-tien are unreliable for the earlier period. 
Table I is included for comparison with the results obtained by a 
different method described below. 

The other work used to calculate the number of Companies 
during any year in the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries 
is the f i s t  edition of the Pa-ch'i t'ung-chih, " General History of 
the Eight Banners." Printed in 1739 in 250 chiian, it contains 
information about the Manchus and their Eight Banner system 
from the late sixteenth century to 1735. Chiian three to sixteen 
of this work contain the history of each Company, the time of its 
creation, the nationality or origin of its members, and the names 
of the men holding captaincy in the Company. Of the 1155 Com- 
panies existing in 1735, the year of formation is given for 718. 
For the remaining 437 Companies, the year of formation is either 
not mentioned or is indicated in a vague way, such as " formed 

l L  Chia-ch'ing Ta-Ch'kg hui-tim ahih4 (&WJ) 837/3b-l8e. 
lJ Ch'icn-lung To-Ch'ing hui-tim taUi ( WIJW]) l n/la-8b. 
la1bid., l n / l b .  CSL n el/elb-sea. "See Table I .  
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at the beginning of the dynasty," or "formed with the surplus 
men from such and such a Company when so and so was serving 
as captain." The following three methods have been used to 
determine the approximate year of formation for these 437 
Companies: 

(1) Studying the biography of the  fist captain of the Company, when 
such a biography is available, may aometimes determine the exact 
year d formation.lg 

(a) h determining the year in which a group of men belonging to a Com- 
pany joined the Manchus, an approximate year can be established?O 

(S) By counting the number of captains in a Company and comparing 
it with the number of captains of Companies whose year of formation 
is known, an approximate time may be assigned. 

'' The Sixteenth Company of the Second Regiment of the Bordered White Banner 
may serve ss an erample. I t  is recorded in the Pa-ch'i t'ung-chih (7/11a) ss being 
formed by men takm from Holohoi's Company. According to Holohoi's biography 
he was executed in March 1061, hence the new Compauy could not have been 
formed later. The First Company of the Fifth Regiment of the same B m e r  is 
recorded in the Pa-ch'i fung-chih (7/!28a) as formed with the surplua men from 
four other Companies. Its first captain was vice-president of a board-Icangga 
@%m. According to the tables of high officials of the Six Boar& in the Ch'ing- 
ahih-kao #&E (180/l%blSa), Icangga served as junior vice-pnsidmt of the 
Board of Revenue from 168%-1688. Hence thii new Company could only have been 
created during those two years or shortly thereafter, because of the practice of 
addressing a man by his highest rank even after he left hi o5ce. As 1084 was 
the year of the creation of the largest number of new Companies, this one is also 
put in the p u p  under that yuu. 

"To this p u p  belong most of the Companies whose year of formation is given 
ss kuo-ch'u ma (in the early years of the dynasty), which may mean any year 
from l001 to 1048. For erample, Eidu (166!%10!21) joined T'ai-tsu ss early ss CB. 

1683. His descendants held the hereditary captaincy of nine Companies in the First 
Regiment of the Bordered Yellow Banner, and among these Companies three were 
in the kuo-ch'u group (Pa-ch'i t'ung-chih 8/lb6a). These were all put under 1001. 
the earliest year of formation of the Companies. The F i s t  Company of the Fourth 
Regiment of the same Banner ie recorded ss formed with men from Hada. Hada 
was conquered by T'ai-tsu in 1000, and it was partially to organize the large number 
of captivea from that region that the system of Companies was introduced (Ch'bg 
2" d-tac Wu-huanpti rhih-lu %/ib) . Thii and other Companies of people from Hada 
are liited under ca. 1001. In l010 a large p u p  of people from the valleys of the 
Uasuri and Hurka Rivers in eastern Kiiin joined T'ai-tau, and these men were 
organized into Companies with their former chiefs as captains (ibid., %/4b). The 
Companies of this group, such ss the Thirteenth Company of the First Regiment of 
the Plain White Banner (Pa-eh'i t'ung-ehih 5/18) are all listed under the years 
16W-1014. 
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By these methods the year of formation for each of 'the 437 
Companies is determined, as shown in Table II. After testing, 
the number of Companies listed in this table are found to be more 
in accord with the known fads than those in Table I. For 
example, the number of Companies in 1615 was 199, a difference 
of one, and that for 1634 was four hundred, which is exactly the 
number indicated in the Shih-lu. There is one other source for 
the period prior to 1756 which gives an indication of the number 
of Companies. This is the Ch'in-ch6ng p'ing-ting S h u o m  fang- 
liieh, a collection of documents concerning Emperor Sh&ng-tsu's 
expeditions against Galdan, Khan of the Olot Mongols, to gain 
control of the Khalkha Mongols in the years 1690 and 1697. In 
chiian seventeen, pages 16a to 16a, there is a description of the 
dispatch of one detachment of Manchu and Mongolian soldiers 
from Peking late in 1695. It states that the total number of the 
detachment was S470 and that they were composed of four men 
from each Manchu and Mongolian Company. Hence the number 
of Manchu and Mongolian Companies in Peking in 1695 should 
have been 867.6. Table 11 gives the number as 867, but Table I 
has 864, proving that the figures in Table II are more correct 
than those in Table I. 

The following examples demonstrate the use of Table II in 
estimating the numerical strength of the standing army under 
the Manchus and in estimating the number of men dispatched 
on various campaigns during the seventeenth century. 

In the K'ang-hsi Ta-Ch'ing hui-tien, chdian eighty-one, pages 
lab-lSa, there is a sedion entitled Pa-ch'i chia-ping REqg , 
" The Soldiers (i. e., non-officers) in the Banner Forces," which 
records: 

From each Manchu and Mongolian Company there me selected two van- 
guards, two bodyguards, seventeen guards, six cavalry sergeants, forty cavalry- 
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men including one bowyer, two sergeants of the infantry, eighteen infantrymen, 
and two uonsmiths. From each Chinese Company there are selected four 
cavalry sergeants, thirty cavalrymen, one sergeant of the infantry, and twelve 
infantrymen.2= 

This implies that the standing army of the Manchus in the 1680's 
was composed of eighty-nine men from each Manchu and Mon- 
golian Company and forty-seven men from each Chinese Com- 
pany. Table I1 for the year 1690 places 797 Manchu and 
Mongolian Companies and 263 Chinese Companies in Peking. 
Multiplying 797 by 89 we h d  70,933 men in military service 
under Manchu and Mongolian Banners. Forty-seven times 263 
equals 12,361, or the number of soldiers under Chinese Banners. 
Therefore in 1690, at  the time the Manchus began their contest 
with Galdan for the control of the Khalkha Mongols, they had 
a potential army of 83,294 men in Peking. 

We also know that at this time the Manchus had the following 
number of men in each of the branches of the Banner Forces: 

(1) The two vanguards divisions (2 X 707) 1,604 
(2) The bodyguards (9 X 707) 1,604 
(S) The eight guards divisions (17 X 797) 1 S ,64@ 
(4) The sixteen cavalry divisions (46 X 707) 36,866 
(6) The infantry corps (20 X 707) 16,040 
(6) Bowyers and ironsmiths (S X 797) 9,301 

Total Manchu and Mongolian 70,033 

*l In translating the titles of the officers, the classes of soldiers, and the branches 
of a r m  of the Banner Forces, 1 have not followed B R U N N ~ T  and HAQELBTR~M (01). 
eit.) except in the case of vanguard for ch'im-fag 'FjiJ@ and guard for hwchiin 

. In the'liat below are found the new translations of categories of soldiers as 
well as the units to which they belonged. 

1. Bodyguard, ch'in-chiin B@, is of two categories: the Imperial Bodyguarde 
drawn from the Companies belonging d i i t l y  to the throne; and the bodyguards to 
a prince of higher rank, drawn from the Companies belonging to hi household. (Pa- 
ch'i t'ung-chih 26/Sb, 84/6b6a, lab16b.) 

4. Cavalryman, na-chia or h&o-ch'i @a, of the a4 hsioo-ch'lying (g), 
cavalry divisions. 

8. CavaIry sergeant, ling-ts'ui @$B, of the name divisiona. 
4. Infantryman, p-chun ss, of the infantry corps, p-chiinying (g). 
6. Sergeant of the infantry, pu-chiin ling-ts'ui. 
6. Bowyer, kung-chiong 9 B . 
7. Imnsmith, t'ish-chiang @E . 
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(7) The eight Chinese fiearms divisions (34 X 263) . 8,049 
(8) The infantry corps 7 (IS s 263) 3,410 

Total Chinese 19,361 

Total standiig army of Banner Forces in l690 83,994 

The organization of the Manchu and Mongolian Companies 
was alike, but the men from the Chinese Companies were organ- 
ized differently. The differences were due to the fact that the 
Manchu and Mongolian combat soldiers were cavalrymen armed 
chiefly with bows and arrows. The Chinese combat soldiers, 
although called cavalrymen, formed the firearms corps, using 
muskets and artillery pieces.a2 Therefore, in Manchu, the Chinese 
Banner Forces were called the ujen woha, "troops with heavy 
equipment." An early document referring to the vanguards or 
the guards means the men from Manchu and Mongolian Com- 
panies. If it refers to the cavalrymen, without specifying the 
nationality, it usually means the men from all the Companies: 
Manchu, Mongolian, and Chinese. The documents specify 
whether the Chinese Banners or Companies were involved in 
the period after the 1660's. 

Example d 

In l629 T'ai-bung invaded China with his army, laid siege to 
Peking for a month early in 1630, and returned to Mukden in 
April. During this expedition he captured four cities east of 
Peking, where he then left garrison forces. After his return, he 
sent new garrison forces to relieve the ones already there. In  
June l630 the folir cities were recaptured by the Chinese, and the 
Manchu garrison forces were driven from Chiia, sustaining serious 
losses. When this news reached T'ai-tsung he was furious and 
bewailed the defeat to an assembly of his lieutenants. The Ch'ing 
T'ai-tsung shih-lu (11: 7/6a-b) gives the following account: 

of the Chinese Bannermen was called the Han-chiin Huo-ch'i-ying 
in the K'ang-hsi period (Ch'in-c&g p'ing-ting Shuo-mo fang-&& 

17/17a; Ura Ren'ichi @B-: Kangun (UjBn cooha) ni h i t 6  $j)@(,@Bj&@) 
= 4 7 in Kucoaba~a hakushi kanr6ki kinen T6y6-shi r m 6  (1931). 
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On the day j & - y i  [Tien-ts'ung 4/6.28-July S, 16801 His Majesty came to - 
the Throne Hall, assembled the princes, officers, and the people, and said to 
them: " In our last expedition each Company supplied either fifteen or twenty 
armored men. We destroyed strong frontier walls of the M i g  Empire, swept 
into their territory, and by the grace of Heaven took their strongly fortified 
cities. The so-called selected troops of their empire were defeated in every 
engagement. After Heaven gave us [the cities], Tsun-hua, Yung-p'ing, Luan- 
chou, and Ch'ien-an, I ordered each Company to send three guards and 
twenty armored men to garrison these places. The numerical strength was 
greater than before. 

Here there is a comparison of numbers. There were fifteen to 
twenty men from each Company in the first expeditionary force 
and twenty-three men from each Company in the second. In that 
year there were 935 Companies. The number of men in the 
Banner Forces taking p$rt in the first expedition was from thirty- 
five hundred to forty-seven hundred. This is a good guess. In the 
second expedition twenty-three men from each Company totaled 
5306 men. 

Example S 

The following is also translated from the Ch'ing T'ai-tsung 
shih-lu (18/33a-34a) : 

On the day ping-&h [Tien-ts'ung 8.8.10-April 7, 16541 His Majesty asked 
the princes and high officials what route should be taken by the expeditionary 
force to invade the Ming Empire. They replied that they had agreed on the 
highway through Shan-hai-kuan. His Majesty said, " This report of the princes 
and high officials does not agree with the military situation. Our army should 
proceed directly to Hsiian-[hua] and Tajt'ung] . . ." Then the Banner com- 
manders, officers, and sergeants were assembled at  the Throne Hall to be 
given the orders for the expedition. Each Company was to send twenty 
cavalrymen and eight guards. 

This was the Manchu expedition to inner Mongolia which 
recruited thousands of Mongols into the Banner Forces, thus 
making it possible to expand the two Mongolian Banners to eight 
Banners. The expedition was composed of eight guards and 
twenty cavalrymen from each Company. In 1634, cavalrymen 
were taken from four hundred Companies. Companies for the 
Manchu and Mongolian guards numbered 367. The total strength 
was 367 times 8, or 9936 guards and eight thousand cavalrymen. 

Example 4 
Late in 1673 Wu San-kuei rebelled in Yunnan, and in a short 

time the rebellion spread to nine provinces. It was crushed after 
more than seven years of fighting, the blanchu army forming the 
bulk of the combat troops. In  referring to the numerical strength 
of their army, the Manchus refrained from giving the total num- 
ber and mentioned only the number of men from each Company. 
The first Banner Army dispatched to fight the rebels was sent 
early in 1674, soon after the news of the rebellion reached Peking. 
Rather than a full translation of the original account requiring 
extensive notes, a summary is given here. The original text is in 
the Ping-ting san-ni j~ng-l i ieh.~~ 

The army was composed as follows: 

(a) From the vanguards' division: half of the officers and men (i.e., 
one vanguard from each Manchu and Mongolian Company in addi- 
tion to the officers) 

(b) From the guards' divisions: 162 officers, 7 men from each Manchu 
and Mongolian Company 

(c) From the cavalry divisions: 120 officers, 10 men (including two 
sergeants) from each Manchu and Mongolian Company 

(d) From the Chinese firearms divisions: S2 officers, 6 men (including 
one sergeant) from each Chinese Company 

Because this army was dispatched early in 1674, the number of 
Companies for 1673 should be used. In Table 11, for the year 
1673, there were 637 Manchu and Mongolian Companies and 313 
Chinese Companies. Hence we know that: 

(1) From the Manchu and Mongolian Companies: 
(a) One Vanguard from each Company 627 
(b) Seven guards from each Company 8,689 
(c) Ten cavalrymen from each Company 6,270 

(2) From the Chinese Companies 
(d) Five men from each Company 

Total men, excluding officers 10,661 
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- By the same method, the total number of Banner troops sent 
from Peking between 1674 and l681 is found to be over f3ty 
thousand. In  addition there were about twenty-six thousand men 
from inner Mongolia and four thousand men from Manchuria 
who took part in this campaign;(totaling eighty thousand men. 
If we count the number of officers and retainers (one for each 
soldier and from two to over a hundred for the officers, depending 
on rank), the total number of Banner Forces sent to the various 
fronts during the seven years of this war should have been from 
one hundred and sixty to two hundred thousand men. 

( l ) .  On examining Table 11, one notes sudden increases in 
the number of Companies during certain periods. These occurred 
in the years l601 to 1614,1634,1642,1667 to 1674,1683 to 1684, 
and 1695. The explanation lies in the fact that since the Manchu 
army was composed of a number of men from each Company, any 
increase in the number of Companies meant an expansion of the 

' army. The Manchus began their military conquests with a small 
population. I n  the process of expansion they had to maintain a 
growing army, and in order to maintain that army they had to 
take captives to replace the losses and to increase the army's 
strength. At first the captured enemy soldiers were organized into 
new Companies. This happened between l601 and 1619 when 
the soldiers of the tribal states of Hada, Hoifa, Ula, and Yehe 
were absorbed. It happened again after the wars against the 
Mongols and the Chinese in the 1630's. 

Because the size of the army was in direct proportion to the 
number of the Companies, the Manchus in preparing for a major 
war, created new Companies to increase the strength of their 
army. Thus in 1634 the increase of sixty-four Companies was a 
measure taken to prepare for the expeditions to Mongolia in 1634- 
1635. The creation of a hundred Chinese Companies in 1642 
was intended to aid in the conquest of China, which began less 

than two years later. The increase of 116 Companies from 1667 
to 1673 proves that long before the Wu San-kuei rebellion, the 
Manchus had been prepared. From l681 to 1685, as many as 
246 Companies were formed, partially to absorb the former 
soldiers under the feudal princes in southern China and partly 
in preparation for war with Russia over the control of northern 
Manchuria and with the Olot Mongols over the control of the 
Khalkha Mongols. Russia agreed to recognize a boundary be- 
tween Siberia and Manchuria in 1689, and although a few battles 
took place on the Arnur River, actual war did not materialize in 
that sector. The war with the Olot Mongols was fought from 
l690 to 1697, and resulted in the Manchus' gaining control of 
all Mongolia. The bitterest conflict took place during 1695 and 
1696. Table 11 shows that 1695 was a year in which a large 
number of Companies was formed. 

(2). Why did the Manchus stop forming Companies after 
17357 A larger army meant increased expenditures for its sup- 
port; for financial reasons there had to be a limit to the size of 
the military forces. After 1735 the Manchus began to depend 
more on the Chinese provincial troops, called the Lii-ying or 
Army of the Green Standard, to serve as combat troops for the 
campaigns inside China. In these cases a small number of Banner 
troops acted as guards for the headquarters. The last time the 
Banner troops served as the main combat force was in 1766-1769 
during the conquest of Sinkiang. Even then a large part of the 
expeditionary force was made up of Mongolian troops not in the 
Banner Forces. Thus the sparing use of Banner troops and long 
periods of peace fesulted in the loss of the kind of training which 
only the battlefield could afford. Because of the changed condi- 
tions, there was no need for creating new Companies. 

(3) . The number of Companies given in Table I1 includes only 
those called by the Manchus wai tso-ling " Companies 
belonging to the State." These were Companies that supplied 
the combat troops. There were Companies belonging exclusively 
to the households of the Emperor and the members of the Im- 
perial Family. These were the so-called pao-i tso-ling a&&@, 
" Companies of the Household." A number of men from each of 
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- - . . 
these Companies also served a;. military guards but only to the 
persons to whom they belonged?' The Emperor on an expedition, 
or a prince sent off to battle, might bring the soldiers from his 
own Household Company as personal guards, but, except in the 
earlier days, not usually as combat troops. Besides the House- 
hold Companies there were also Companies in the garrison cities 
of China and Manchuria, called the chu-fang tso-ling @Pfj#ffJi.lS 
When the men of a garrison were mobilized for war duty, it was 
usually done with the entire garrison force as a unit rather than 
individual Companies of the garrison. There is no need to tabu- 
late the number of such Companies in order to determine the total 
numerical strength. 

(4). How many men constituted a Company? There is no 
positive answer to this question although there are references 
stating the number as three hundred men of service age and their 
farnilies.2Vrobably before 1644 the regulation provided for some 
three hundred men of service age in a Company. The general 
practice was to take one of each three men for military service. 
In time, when the number of men in a Company multiplied to 
double its size, the surplus men were taken out to form a new 
Company, or the surplus men from several Companies were 
combined to form a new Company. There wcts also an organiza- 
tion known as pan-kd tso-ling 84BIWJ3, " Half-Company," which 
was formed with one hundred or less men and which was changed 
to a full Company when there were enough men.17 This was the 
situation before 1644. After that year, because of the large num- 
ber of troops sent to various points in China on permanent gar- 
rison duty, the number of men required to constitute a full 
Company was from one to two hundred. This was still true in the 
1720's.ls 

(5). In order to determine the total strength of a Manchu 
army in the field, the number of retainers and horses must be 

" Kuang-hsii Ta-Ch'ing h u i - t k  86/!2O&la; 96/6&9b. 
" Ibid., 8614b-8b. 
" Man-chou shih-lu 3/66, 4/86; Mhg-Ch'ing shih-liao mm&!&, 8d series, 1/6la. 
"Pa-d'i t'ung-chih 8/17&b, !28b-!29a, l!2/3b, pasam. 
"Ibid., 36/!2la; Ch'ing Shih-tscmg shih-lu =%1f11@ 60/!27b. 
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included. Before 1644 each Company supplied its soldiers with 
weapons, horses, and equipment, and each soldier could bring a 
junior member of his family or bond-servants from his own house- 
hold. The spoils of war, including captured men, animals, and 
goods, were distributed among the soldiers as rewards, similar to 
the treatment of animals killed or captured during a hunting 
expedition. After 1644, when the law against pillaging was gradu- 
ally enforced, the soldiers began to receive monthly payment in 
silver and rations. Horses and equipment were then supplied by 
the state. Limitations on the number of retainers and horses had 
to be set, and in 1695 it was proclaimed that a soldier on an 
expedition was allowed one retainer and four horses: two horses 
for riding and two for packing.2Q The number of retainers allowed 
an officer depended on his rank. The regulation as of 1695 was 
from two retainers for a lieutenant to ten retainers for a general?O 
Such regulations probably changed from time to time:' but we 
can safely say that in an expedition before 1735 the number of 
soldiers should be multiplied by two and the number of officers 
by 4.1 8a in order to get the estimated total of men taking part. 
The number of horses was at  least twice the total number of men. 

ID Ch'in-chhg p'ing4ing Sho-mo fang-lii J 17/16b. 
'"Ibid., 16/!26a. 
"Thii can be  ear from the number of horses allowed an o f 6 w  in l668 (Ch'ing 

Shih-tau &h-lu ~~~~ llajlla-l&). 
"This ratio of 4.1 retainers to an officer is reached by dividing the total number 

of g048 retainers by the total number of 497 of6cers, as given in the Ch'in-chhg 
p'ing-ting Shue-mo fang-lii J (16/Wb-!27a). 
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APPENDIX 

The fist part of Table I1 is partially based on a study of two Japanese 
works on the early history of the Manchus, which have been recently acquired 
by the East Asiatic Collection of the Columbia University Library. The f is t  
work is a Japanese translation of the early documents in the Manchu script, 
known as the Man-w& 120-tang 22%. These documents had been par- 
tially incorporated into the Ch'ing Yai-tau shih-lu as early as 1636 and were 
indifferently translated into Chinese in the 1920's. A part of this Chinese 
translation appeared in a volume published by Chin-bang in 1020 
under the title Man-chou lao-tang mClu #fl%&d&; another part a p  
peared in serial form in the Palace Museum Weekly (&gmBJ, nos. 246- 
460, 1033-1936). This new Japanese translation was made by FVJIOU 
Katsuji I m b f  (1872-1936). I t  was published in l930 by facsimile repro- 
duction of Dr. F u ~ ~ o l u ' s  manuscripts under the title Mambun rdtd, in three 
volumes of 1767 consecutive pages. Although All in need of much editing 
in its present form, this Japanese version is the most complete and reliable 
one available and is of great value to those already familiar with the Shih-lu 
and other works on the early Manchus. 
, While I was studying the Mambun r6td and extracting the information 
concerning the Companies in the Manchu war machine, Dr. YANQ Lien-sheng 
of Harvard University called my attention to the second Japanese work, Ase 
Takeo's FiiJilQPBk partially published study of the Manchu Company system 
in the Eight Banners entitled " Hachihata Manshii ' niru ' no kenkyii " 
f i  = /vQ)H% in Tda jimbcn gakuh  xgA&m (Vol. 1, No. 4, Feb., 
194% pp. 799-876, and Vol. 2, No. 2, July, 1942, pp. 174-238). 

These two works, especially the Mambun rdtd, enabled me to revise the 
first part of Table I1 as it now stands. In its original form, I assigned thirty- 
two Companies to the period 1619-1626, which was too early. Some of these 
Companies were recorded in the Pa-ch'i t'ung-chih c f i c h i  (6/24a, 168/16a, 
pclssim) as being formed in theee early years, which was in a sense true 
because they were formed as " Boo4 n h "  or Household Companies that 
served the princes or high officers and not as regular Companies rendering 
military service to the state. I t  waa probably after l626 that these Companies 
were gradually changed to regular Companies. For example, Tulsi, who came 
from Yehe in 1619, was made Captain of a Household Half-Company in 1624, 
and in 1636, because he had died of wounda received in battle, his son was 
given an additional one hundred men to form a full regular Company. This 
was the Seventh Company, Fifth Regiment, Manchu Bordered Yellow Banner 
(CSL II !2O/la, 22/7b, Pa-ch'i t'ung-chih ch'u-chi 3/28b, 144/!Za). Another 
example is the Fourth Company of the Second Regiment. Plain White Banner, 
which was formed with the Yehe people about l619 as a Household Company 
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but was changed to a regular Company in 1636 (CSL I1 22/8b, Pa-'chch'i t'ung- 
chih ch'u-chi 6/0a, Pa-ch'i Man-chou rhih-tsu t'ungp'u &Earn 22/6a). 

In any case, acmrd'ing to the Mambzm rdt.6, the system of two hundred 
regular Manchu Companies for military service was maintained from l616 
to-at least 1623, as shown in the following references: 

1) In l616 there were two hundred Companies, for a corps of six hundred 
men to build boats was formed in that year by calling three men from each 
Company (Mambun rdtb, p. 61; ABE in Tba jimbtin gakuhd 2: 2/186). 

2) In l621 the two hundred Companies were mentioned (Mambun r&6, 
p. 310; ABE, op. Cit.) . 

S) In  l622 there were still two hundred Companies, for a corps of four 
thousand men to transport grain was formed by drawing twenty men from 
each Company (Mambun rdtb, p. 424; ABE, op. Cit.). 

4) In 162.3 there were still only two hundred Companies, because a garrison 
of two hundred men was composed of one man from each Company (Mambun 
rdtd, p. 611; h, op. cit.). 

6) In l632 there were over 217 Companies. A hunting expedition was con- 
ducted in December of that year consisting of thirteen hundred men, six 
from each Company (Mambun rdtd, p. 1427; not mentioned in the published 
parts of ABE'B work). 

From theie references it can be seen that from l616 to 162.3 the number of 
Manchu Companies for military service was constantly referred to as, or 
accounted on the basis of, two hundred. Sometime from l623 to l632 the besis 
of accounting changed to 217 or more Companies. It was on this positive 
evidence that the fist  part of Table II (from l616 to 1636) was revised. 

ABE, in his work, makes a great effort to sum up all the known references 
to the Manchu military organization. His approach to the problem of the 
number of Companies, which forms only a small part of his study, is not by 
tracing the history of the individual Companies, as I did, but by finding out 
the total number in existence in the early years (1616-1644), especially the 
quota number for each Banner. He included in his work a table giving the 
quota number of Manchu Companies for ten of the twenty-nine years from 
l616 to 1644 (Am in Tda jhnbun gakuho 2: 2/186-187). A summary of his 
table is as follows: 

Quota Number of 
Year Manchu Companies Main Source of Znfonnation 

by Barner 

(1) l616 200 Mambun rdtb, p. 61 
(2) isawl a00 Korean sources 

(3) 1621 aoo Mambun rbtd, p. S10 



aia 
(4) l633 
(6) 1633 
(6) 1634 

(" by inference ") 

(10) ca. 1644 
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a40 
308 

(of a total of 400) 

309 
(in addition to 

ibid., p. 434 
ibid., p. 611 
K'ang-hsi and Yung-&ng 

editions of the Ta-Ch'ing 
huhtien 

Tien-ts'ung [ c h ' ~ ]  c h ' h  
kung tsou-i R@@jgI: 

in Shih-liao ts'ung- 
Van ch'u-pien &#sgJ 
a1 

Tai-tang shih-lu, chuan 30 
ibid., chiian 31; Pa-ch'i t'ung- 

chih [hsu-pien a& 1, 
chuan S3 

Chia-ch'ing Ta-Ch'ing huh 
tien shih lh c h k  837 

18 Half-Companies) 

The figures in the first half of this table, items 1-6, based mainly on the 
Mambun r6td, are correct, as already discussed in connection with the revision 
of Table 11. In item 9, A B ~  is also correct in stating the total number of 
regular Companies for 1634 as four hundred, the source of which is the T'm- 
tang  Shihrk. However, his assignment of 308 Manchu Companies to 1634 
in item 9 and 309 to about 1644 in item 10, is questionable, for he took these 
figures from the second edition of the Pa-ch'i t'ung-chih of 1799, and the 
Chia-ch'ing Ta-Ch'ing hi-tien of 1813. The Ch'ien-lung Ta-Ch'ing hui-tien 
of 1761 is the first work that invented the breakdown of the four hundred 
Companies into 308 Manchu, 76 Mongolian, and 16 Chinese, and assigned it 
to 1614. The editors of the Chia-ch'ing huhtien and presumably those of the 
second edition of the Pa-ch'i t'ung-chih, accepted this breakdown of the four 
hundred Companies but found that the year l616 was too early for such a 
large number of Companies, and so grouped them under the ambiguous period 
of Kw-ch'u m@ which included both the reigns of Tai-tsu and Tai-tsung. 
Since none of the earlier works but the Ch'ien-lung huhtien mentioned the 
figure of 308 Manchu Companies for any of the years from l616 to 1644, it 
has to be regarded as suspicious. 

Items 6, 7, and 8 in ABE'B table for the years 1634, 1633, and 1634 respec- 
tively, are related to each other and will be discussed together. His inference 
that there were 940 Companies in 1634 is drawn from the following paragraph 
.in the Yung-ch&g Ta-Ch'ing huhtien (SO/&b) : " Early in our dynasty. . . . 
I t  was also instructed that with the newly added able-bodied men in the 
Eight Banners, each Banner was to organize [additional Companies until the 
total reached the quota of] thirty Companies; . . ." There is no indication that 
this instruction was issued in 1634. To the contrary, immediately preceding 
this instruction is an edict which I found to be dated November 19, l630 
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(ibid. 30/43a; CSL II 7/37b-39a). Since under each topic in the Ta-Ch'ing 
huhtien the laws and institutes are always chronologically arranged, there is 
no doubt that the instruction in question could not have been issued before 
1630. 
AB& assignment of the quota of 340 Manchu Companies in 1633 is correct. 

His references are two contemporary memorials written by Chinese Banner- 
pen, both mentioning the organization of six regiments in each Banner. 
Assuming that five Companies formed a regiment, there should have been a 
quota of 340 Companies in all. The first of these memorials is dated the 
twenty-first day, third month, or April 38, 1633, and it says: " The high and 
low officers of the Eight Banners have already been appointed according to 
the [organization of] six regiments [to each Banner]" (T'kts'ung &'M 

ch'2n-kug tsou-i $I /6b). The second one, dated the twenty-second of the 
twelfth month, or January 31, 1634, reads: "Now that in our government 
we have established the six Boards and the Secretariat and have divided 
[the men among the] six regiments and eight Bauners, there is only lacking 
the Censorate. . . ." (ibid. $I /4Sb). The wording of both memorials seems 
to indicate that the system of six regiments to each Banner is new. Hence 
I think the order to have six regiments instead of five to each Banner, i.e., 
to raise the quota from two hundred to 340 Companies, was given sometime 
after l630 and before 1633, but certainly not in 1634. I t  has already been 
shown that there were about 317 Manchu Companies late in l633 (p. all).. 
Perhaps that was very close to the time of the order to increase the quota 
of Companies in each Banner from twenty-five to thirty. 

The last item of ABBI'B table to be discussed, is the 340 Companies for 
1634, based mainly on an instruction by T'ai-tsung, from which Ana quotes 
only a few sentences. I t  is a very important document relating to the power 
politics among the princes of the Eight Banners and to the institution of 
hontoho or Half-Company, and is hereby translated in full. 

"On chia-hsii day [of the ninth month-November 11, 16341 Hi Majesty, 
on the matter of the unassigned captives, aent [secretaries] Ingaldai, Longsi, 
and Mucengge to confer with the Senior Prince Daigan and the other princes. 
The following instruckion was given them [the three secretaries]: 

"'Regarding these captives, we do not have to follow the former practice 
of making a division into eight equal lots [i.e., giving one lot to the prince 
or princes of each of the Eight Banners]. They should be given to the Banners 
short of able-bodied men in order to make up their quota. In the organization 
of the Companies in the Eight Banners, the regulation has stipulated the 
quota number of thirty Companies [to each Banner]. When one Banner 
exceeds that quota, the supernumerary Companies should be taken away to 
complement the deficient Banners. If there is a Banner that has less than 
thirty Companies, it ought to select a young man qualified for a Captaincy 
and commission hi according to his ability. Let him command the able- 
bodied men already assigned to him and live in a separate fortified village to 
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await the allotment of future captives to M up his quota [of men in a regular 
Company]. My idea is not to make any equal division of the men already 
there [m the Eight Banners]. But the newly captured men should be do ted  
to those Banners short of quota. If the Eight Banners are not kept uniform 
and one Banner is permitted to exceed the others [in strength], what do they 
(i. e., the princes of that Banner) intend to do? ' 
" DaiSan and the others all agreed that thia method of division was most 

appropriate, that a re-division of the existing men seemed to be inexpedient, 
and that the-future captives should as a matter of course be allotted for 
m h g  up the quota of the under-strength Banners. .. ." (CSL I1 20/28b- 
a9a). 

This document reveals that in 1634 some Banner had more than thirty 
Companies and probably was increasing its strength at  a rapid rate so as to 
constitute a threat to Tai-bung's dual position as Khan and as one of the 
princes in control of the Eight Banners. In any case, there was a close rela- 
tionship of the number of Companies in a Banner to the power politics 
among the Manchu princes from l631 to 1636, and probably in or about 1634 
there was a scramble among the ambitious princes to increase their own 
military strength. We may assume that the Banners after 163% expanded a t  
different rates and that the quota number of thirty Companies to a Banner 
was not observed. (My notes on the number of Companies in each Banner 
in 1643 show that the Plain Yellow Banner had thirty-one, the Bordered 
Yellow thirty-three, the Plain Red forty, the Bordered Red thirty-six, the 
Plain White twenty-nine, the Bordered White thirty-three, the Plain Blue 
thirty-seven, and the Bordered Blue thirty-five; a total of 274.) 

Tai-tsung'a instruction of 1634 also reveals the procem of forming a new 
Manchu Company at  that time. Such a Company waa created by detaching 
from a Household Company, or from an existing regular Company, a qualified 
young man and the men belonging to him, to form a nucleus, probably at only 
a half or less of the strength of a full Company. It waa called a Half- 
Company (hontoho). Then by receiving allotments of new captives and by 
natural growth it would reach full strength. This fact, however, creates 
another problem in the estimation of the number of Companies, for a Half- 
Company should supply only half the quota called for service. As an example, 
there is a passage in the ShiLk (November 16, 1636, CSL I1 26/%5b-26b), 
specifying that an expeditionary force was to be composed of five men from 
each [Manchu?] Company in addition to two men from each "Old Mon- 
golian " Company, but giving the total number of aoldiers as follows: 

From the 2 Yellow Banners.. . . . . . . . .  297 soldiers 
From the % Red Banners.. . . . . . . . . . .  SO6 soldiers 
From the 2 Blue Banners. . . . . . . . . . . . .  298 soldiers 

. . . . . . . . .  From the 2 White Banners.. 337 aoldiers 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Total 1,537 soldiers 
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According to my notes, the "Old Mongolian" Companies in the' Manchu 
iA, Banners before 1644 numbered eighteen. Assuming that all were in existence 

in 1636 aa Full Companies. then 36 men are accounted for. The remainder. 
or l201 men, would then mean 240 Manchu Companies. But if we take into 
consideration a small number of Half-Companies, as well as the l 8  Mongolian 
Companies, the total number of Companies in the Manchu Banners in 16% 
should be somewhere between 260 and 270. However, the basis for accounting 
for 1636 should be at  most 249, i.e., 240 full Manchu Companies and about 
nine full Mongolian Companies. 
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